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On double Hausdorff summability method







Das (Proc. Camb. Philos. Soc. 67:321-326, 1970) proved that every conservative
Hausdorﬀ matrix is absolutely kth power conservative. Savas¸ and Rhoades (Anal.
Math. 35:249-256, 2009) proved the result of Das for double Hausdorﬀ summability. In
this paper we will consider the double Endl-Jakimovski (E-J) generalization and we
will prove the corresponding result of Savas¸ and S¸evli (J. Comput. Anal. Appl.
11:702-710, 2009) for double E-J generalized Hausdorﬀ matrices.
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Introduction and background
The basic theory of Hausdorﬀ transformations for double sequences was developed by
Adams [] in . Later a few authors studied double Hausdorﬀ matrices; see e.g. Ra-
manujan [] and Ustina [].
Several generalizations of Hausdorﬀmatrices have beenmade. One of them is the Endl-
Jakimovski, or E-J generalization deﬁned independently by Endl [] and Jakimovski [] as
follows.
Let β be a real number, let (μn) be a real sequence, and let  be the forward diﬀer-
ence operator deﬁned by μk = μk –μk+, n(μk) =(n–μk). Then the inﬁnite matrix





n–kμ(β)k , ≤ k ≤ n,
, k > n,
and the associatedmatrixmethod is called a generalizedHausdorﬀmatrix and generalized





where χ (t) ∈ BV [, ]. The case β =  corresponds to ordinary Hausdorﬀ summability.
In a recent paper [], the ﬁrst author jointly with Savaş has extended the result of Das
[] to the E-J matrices; i.e., all conservative E-J matrices are absolutely kth power conser-
vative for k ≥ . Thereafter, Savaş and Rhoades [] proved the result of Das [] for double
Hausdorﬀ summability. In this paper we will consider double E-J generalization and we
will prove the corresponding result of [] for double E-J generalized Hausdorﬀ matrices.
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For any double sequence (umn) we shall deﬁne
umn = umn – um+,n – um,n+ + um+,n+.










for k ≥ .
A four-dimensional matrix T = (tmnij : m,n, i, j = , , . . .) is said to be absolutely kth


















tmnijsij (m,n = , , . . .),
see e.g. [, ] and the references contained therein.

























For double Hausdorﬀ matrices, the necessary and suﬃcient condition for H to be con-





∣∣dχ (s, t)∣∣ <∞,








smtn dχ (s, t).
Quite recently, Savaş and Rhoades [] extended the result of Das [] to double Hausdorﬀ
summability. Their theorem is as follows.
Theorem  [] Let H be a conservative double Hausdorﬀ matrix. Then H ∈ B(Ak).
Our purpose is to achieve the result established in [] for double E-J Hausdorﬀ summa-
bility.
Main results











, i≤m, j ≤ n,
, otherwise,
is called a diﬀerence matrix, where α and β are real numbers.






















































































(–)r+s, m = r,n = s,
, otherwise. 
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Let (μ(α,β)mn ) be a given sequence and μ(α,β) = (μ(α,β)mnij ) be a diagonal matrix whose only
non-zero entries are μ(α,β)mn = μ(α,β)mnmn. The transformation matrix
H (α,β) =δ(α,β)μ(α,β)δ(α,β)
is called a double E-J generalizedHausdorﬀmatrix corresponding to the sequence (μ(α,β)mn ).
Theorem  A matrix H (α,β) = (h(α,β)mnij ) is a double E-J generalized Hausdorﬀ matrix corre-































Proof LetH (α,β) =δ(α,β)μ(α,β)δ(α,β) be a double E-JHausdorﬀmatrix. Applying this to a dou-









































































































For double E-J Hausdorﬀ matrices, the necessary and suﬃcient condition for H (α,β) to












sm+αtn+β dχ (s, t).
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Theorem  Given a function χ (s, t) ∈ BV [, ] × [, ], a bounded variation in the unit
square, the corresponding double E-J Hausdorﬀ transformation (tmn), of a sequence (smn),
















si+α( – s)m–itj+β ( – t)n–j dχ (s, t).


























































































































si+αtj+β ( – s)m–i( – t)n–j dχ (s, t). 
Theorem Let H (α,β) be a conservative double E-J Hausdorﬀmatrix.ThenH (α,β) ∈ B(Ak),
α,β ≥ .
As tools to prove our result, we need to the following lemmas.
Lemma  [] Let k ≥ , n≥ v and α ≥ . Then
Ek–m+αEμ+α–m–μ ≤ Ek–μ+αEμ+α+k–m–μ .
The following lemma is a double version of [].










( – s)m( – t)nsm+α–itn+β–j ≤ .
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Then bmn =tm–,n–. For k ≥ 
Ek–m =




(m + k – 
k – 
)
= (m + k – )!m!(k – )! =
(m + k)






mk– ≈ Ek–m ≈ Ek–m+α .










Ek–m+αEk–n+β |bmn|k <∞. ()






Eμ+α–m–μ Ev+β–n–v sμ+αtv+β ( – s)m–μ( – t)n–vaμv. ()



































(m + α – 
m –μ
)(n + β – 
n – v
)
sμ+αtv+β ( – s)m–μ( – t)n–v







(m + α – 
m –μ – 
)(n + β – 
n – v – 
)






(m + α – 
m –μ – 
)(n + β – 
n – v – 
)
sμ+αtv+β ( – s)m–μ–( – t)n–v–
=O(st).
Hence




Eμ+α–m–μ Ev+β–n–v sμ+αtv+β ( – s)m–μ( – t)n–v|aμv|k























































From Lemma of [], if (tmn) and (τmn) are the (H ,μmn) transformation of (smn) and
(mnamn), respectively, then
τmn =mntm–,n–.
A similar consequence can be proved for (H (α,β),μ(α,β)), see []; i.e.,
τmn = (m + α)(n + β)tm–,n–.





(m + α)(n + β)τmn




















(m + α – 
m – i







































si+α( – s)m–itj+β ( – t)n–j dχ (s, t)

































φmn(s, t)dχ (s, t).
















































Therefore the proof of Theorem  is complete. 
Specially, if we take α =  and β =  in Theorem , we get Theorem  as a corollary.
The following is an example of a double E-J Hausdorﬀ matrix.
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) , γ , δ ≥ .
We use the following to denote the corresponding E-J generalizations of the (C,γ , δ).






um+αvn+βγ δ( – u)γ–( – v)δ– dudv,
where





( – s)γ–( – t)δ– dsdt.







































B(i + α + ,m – i + γ )B(j + β + ,n – j + δ)
= γ(m + α + )(m – i + γ )
(m – i + )(m + α + γ + )
δ(n + β + )(n – j + δ)












(m+α+)(n+β+) , i≤m and j ≤ n,
, otherwise
is a double E-J Hausdorﬀ matrix.
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